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Abstract. A team of k mobile robots is deployed on a weighted graph
whose edge weights represent distances. The robots perpetually move
along the domain, represented by all points belonging to the graph edges,
not exceeding their maximal speed. The robots need to patrol the graph
by regularly visiting all points of the domain. In this paper, we consider
a team of robots (patrolmen), at most f of which may be unreliable, i.e.
they fail to comply with their patrolling duties.
What algorithm should be followed so as to minimize the maximum
time between successive visits of every edge point by a reliable patrolmen? The corresponding measure of efficiency of patrolling called idleness has been widely accepted in the robotics literature. We extend it to
the case of untrusted patrolmen; we denote by =fk (G) the maximum time
that a point of the domain may remain unvisited by reliable patrolmen.
The objective is to find patrolling strategies minimizing =fk (G).
We investigate this problem for various classes of graphs. We design
optimal algorithms for line segments, which turn out to be surprisingly
different from strategies for related patrolling problems proposed in the
literature. We then use these results to study the case of general graphs.
For Eulerian graphs G, we give an optimal patrolling strategy with idleness =fk (G) = (f + 1)|E|/k, where |E| is the sum of the lengths of the
edges of G. Further, we show the hardness of the problem of computing
the idle time for three robots, at most one of which is faulty, by reduction
from 3-edge-coloring of cubic graphs — a known NP-hard problem. A
byproduct of our proof is the investigation of classes of graphs minimizing idle time (with respect to the total length of edges); an example of
such a class is known in the literature under the name of Kotzig graphs.
Key Words and Phrases: Fault Tolerant, Idleness, Kotzig Graphs,
Patrolling.
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Introduction

Patrolling occurs in many activities of everyday life whenever it is required to
monitor a specific region, for example, the perimeter of a piece of land or a
building, so as to investigate a feature of interest for purposes of surveillance.

Typically, in such a setting patrolmen are assigned to monitor specified regions
by moving perpetually at regular intervals through areas assigned to them.
In this paper, we are interested in patrolling when some of the patrolmen
may be unreliable (faulty) in that they fail to report their monitoring activities.
More specifically, we model and study the following problem: We are given a
team of robot patrolmen and a domain to be monitored. Assume that some
of the patrolmen may be unreliable. We want to design a strategy constructing
perpetual patrolmen trajectories, so that, independently of which subset of them
(of a given size) will turn out to be faulty, no point of the environment will ever
be left unvisited by some reliable robot longer than the allowed idle time.
Preliminaries and Notation. We are given a connected topological graph
G = (V, E) with V being its set of vertices and E its set of edges. In the sequel
we define several useful concepts.
The Jordan arc representing each edge e ∈ E of the graph G = (V, E)
is modeled as a smooth continuous and rectifiable curve of arbitrary positive
length represented by its edge weight w(e). We may suppose that the graph is
embedded in 3D space, with no edge crossings. By |E| we denote the sum of the
lengths of the edges of G.
At any time a robot may occupy any point belonging to edge e (so the sum
of its distances from both endpoints of e sums up to w(e)). We denote by DG the
domain (the union of edges) along which the robots walk. We assume a continuous traversal model, whereby the movement of the i-th robot within DG follows
a continuous function of time πi : [0, ∞) → DG , for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Hence,
πi (t) denotes the position in DG of the i-th robot at time t. Each robot may
move in any direction along an edge not exceeding the maximum (unit) speed so
within time interval [t1 , t2 ] each robot may travel a distance of at most t2 − t1 .
We also suppose that when walking at maximum speed, a robot travels the unit
distance in unit time, so that time and distance travelled are commensurable.
By patrolling strategy we understand the set P = {π1 , π2 , . . . , πk } of infinite trajectories of k robots in DG , where πi (t) is the point of DG occupied by the i-th
robot at time t.
The performance of the patrolling strategy is evaluated by using a measure of
idleness, widely used in robotics literature. Suppose that we design the patrolling
strategy P = {π1 , π2 , . . . , πk } for k robots moving in the domain of a geometric
graph G when each robot is reliable. Then the idleness of strategy P for graph
G (or its idle time), denoted by =fk (G, P) is the supremum of the lengths of time
intervals between two consecutive visits to the same point of DG (supremum
taken over time and all points of DG ). When up to f robots may be faulty,
we assume that the adversary, knowing our strategy, may choose a set F of f
faulty robots, a point p of the domain and a time moment t ≥ 0. The idleness
of the strategy is the supremum (taken over all such adversarial choices) of time
intervals T such that point p is not visited during the time interval [t, t + T ] by
any reliable robot. Finally, the idleness of a graph G for k robots, at most f of
which may be faulty, is denoted by =fk (G) := inf P =fk (G, P). Hence =fk (G) is the
lower bound of idleness over all possible patrolling strategies. When there are no
faulty robots (i.e., f = 0) we use the notation =k (G, P) := =0k (G, P).
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Consider a walk of a robot within the segment, which starts at one of its
endpoints, walks to the other endpoint and returns to the initial one. Such a
cyclic path around the segment has length equal to twice its size. By an Eulerian
tour of the segment by r robots we mean a perpetual movement of these robots,
which are equally spaced around such a cyclic path, and walking in the same
cyclic direction with the same speed.
The Chinese Postman Problem consists in finding the shortest closed tour of
a graph G which visits each edge at least once. A tour of shortest length is also
called a Chinese Postman Tour. By CP T (G) we denote the length of a Chinese
Postman Tour on the graph G. Recall that for an Eulerian graph, an Eulerian
cycle is the optimal solution to the Chinese Postman Tour, while in a tree, such
a tour crosses each edge twice (see [6]).
Related work. Patrolling has been defined as the act of surveillance consisting
in walking perpetually around an area in order to protect or supervise it. It is
useful in monitoring and locating objects or humans that need to be rescued
from a disaster, in ecological monitoring or detecting intrusion. Network administrators may use mobile agent patrols to detect network failures or to discover
web pages which need to be indexed by search engines, cf. [23]. Patrolling has
been recently intensively studied in robotics (cf. [7, 14, 15, 18, 23, 31]) where it is
often viewed as a version of terrain coverage, a central task in robotics.
Boundary and area patrolling have been studied in [1, 14, 15, 27] with approaches placing more emphasis on experimental results. The accepted measure
of the algorithmic efficiency of patrolling is called idleness and it is related to
the frequency with which the points of the environment are visited (cf. [7, 14, 15,
23]); this criterion was first introduced in [23]. Depending on the requirements,
idleness may sometimes be viewed as the average [14], worst-case [31], probabilistic [1] or experimentally verified [23] time elapsed since the last visit of a
node (cf. also [7]). In some papers the terms of blanket time [31] or refresh time
[27] have been used instead.
A survey of diverse approaches to patrolling based on the idleness criteria
can be found in [28]. In [3–5] patrolling is studied as a game between patrollers
and the intruder. Some papers consider the patrolling problem based on swarm
or ant-based algorithms [16, 25, 31]. In these approaches robots are memoryless
(or having small memory), decentralized [25] with no explicit communication
permitted either with other robots or the central station, with local sensing capabilities (e.g., [16]). Ant-like algorithms usually mark the visited nodes of the
graph. [31] presents an evolutionary process and shows that a team of memoryless robots, by leaving marks at the nodes while walking through them, after
relatively short time stabilizes to the patrolling scheme in which the frequency
of the traversed edges is uniform to a factor of two (i.e., the number of traversals
of the most often visited edge is at most twice the number of traversals of the
least visited one).
A theoretical analysis of approaches to patrolling in graph-based models can
be found in [7]. The two basic methods are referred to as cyclic strategies, where
a single cycle spanning the entire graph is constructed with the robots assigned
to consecutively traverse this cycle in the same direction, and as partition-based
3

strategies, where the region is split into a number of either disjoint or overlapping
portions to be patrolled by subsets of robots assigned to these regions. The
environment and the time considered in the models studied are usually discrete
in an underlying graph environment. In [27], polynomial-time patrolling solutions
for lines and trees are proposed. For the case of cyclic graphs, [27] proves the
NP-hardness of the problem and a constant-factor approximation is proposed.
Patrolling with robots that do not necessarily have identical speeds has been
initiated in [10]. As shown in [13, 21] it offers several surprises both in terms of the
difficulty of the problem as well as in terms of the algorithmic results obtained.
In particular, no optimal patrolling strategy involving more than three robots
has yet been proposed.
Fault tolerance related to mobile robots has been considered for several problems in distributed computing with failures occurring either to the environment
(nodes or links) or to the robots themselves. The cases of faulty robots were often studied for the robot gathering problem under various assumptions of faults
(crash and Byzantine), e.g., [2, 11, 12]. Other studies concerned the problem of
convergence, e.g. [8], flocking, e.g., [30] and many other ones. Several papers,
e.g., [9, 20, 29] concerned unreliable or inaccurate robot sensing devices, rather
than the robots themselves. Experimental papers related to unreliable robots
performing patrolling were considered in the robotics literature [14, 15, 18, 24].
To the best of our knowledge, the theoretical study, considered in our paper, concerning optimally patrolling a connected graph in the presence of faulty robots
has not been investigated in the past.
Outline and results of the paper. In Section 2, we provide optimal patrolling
strategies for line segments. These non-intuitive strategies rely on a decomposition of the set of robots into three groups with different patrolling tours, in a
way dependent on k and f . Next we employ these results in Section 3 as building
blocks to provide strategies for general graphs. In particular, for any Eulerian
graph G we show that the idleness satisfies =fk (G) = (f +1)|E|/k. In Section 3.2,
we analyze the hardness of the problem of computing the idle time on a specific
class of graphs (derived from the class of Kotzig graphs) by showing that if the
idle time could be computed optimally then we could solve 3-edge-coloring of
cubic graphs, a well known NP-hard problem (see [17]). Finally, in Section 4
we conclude with a summary of our results and mention additional work and
various related open problems. All missing proofs can be found in the appendix.
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Idleness of Line Segments

In this section we study exclusively the idleness of the line segment and provide
upper and lower bounds for idleness. Without loss of generality we assume that
we have to patrol the unit-length segment, represented by the interval I = [0, 1].
However, the results can be easily reformulated for segments of any given length.
Throughout the main part of this section we assume that most of the robots are
reliable, more precisely that f < k−2
2 . We first give a patrolling strategy and
analyze its performance. Then we analyze the lower bound for segment idleness
showing that our strategy is optimal for odd f and almost optimal for even f .
4

2.1

The upper bound

The idea of the strategy is the following. We partition the segment I into three
subsegments IL (left), IR (right), and IM (middle), where IM does not contain
any endpoint of I. Two subsets of robots will follow Eulerian tours of IL and IR
and the remaining robots are assigned to do the Eulerian tour of the entire I.
We show that by choosing sizes of the segments of the partition as well as the
number of robots assigned to each Eulerian tour we obtain an efficient strategy.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Consider k robots patrolling segment I = [0, 1], with at most f of
them faulty where k > 2 and f < k2 − 1. There exists a patrolling strategy P of
I whose idleness satisfies
2 bf /2c + 2
=fk (I, P) ≤
k − 2 df /2e
Proof. First we give explicitly the patrolling strategy.
1. Decompose the unit interval I into three segments IL , IM and IR with
pairwise disjoint interiors:
h
i
h
i
h
i
df /2e
df /2e
df /2e
df /2e
IL := 0, k−2df
,
I
:=
,
I
:=
1
−
,
1
−
,
1
M
R
/2e
k−2df /2e
k−2df /2e
k−2df /2e
2. For each of the segments IL , IR assign df /2e equally spaced robots to perform
an Eulerian tour of this segment.
3. The remaining k − 2 df /2e robots perform an Eulerian tour of the entire
segment I. These robots are also equally spaced around I.
Observe first that the subsegments IL , IR , IM are well defined. Indeed, as f
k−3
k−1
is an integer f < k2 − 1 implies f ≤ k−3
2 . Hence 2 df /2e ≤ f + 1 ≤ 2 + 1 = 2 .
k−1
However, for any integer k > 2 we have 2 ≤ k−2 which implies 2 df /2e ≤ k−2,
so the denominator of the fractions in the definitions of the segments IL , IM , IR
is not zero. Moreover, the point 1/2 belongs to IM , hence all these segments are
well defined.
Denote by SL (respectively SR , SI ) the set of robots executing an Eulerian
tour of IL (respectively IR , I). Observe that the distance d between two con2
secutive robots of SI , computed around this Eulerian tour, equals d = k−2df
/2e .
We now prove the correctness of the upper bound on the idleness of any point
p ∈ I. We consider two cases: when p belongs to an extremal subsegment IL or
IR and when p is in the middle segment IM .
Case 1: Point p is in extremal subsegment (by symmetry we may assume
without loss of generality that p ∈ IL ). Suppose first that at least one robot
ri ∈ SL is not faulty. Then ri revisits every point of IL at time intervals of at
most 2|IL |. Hence the idleness of p ∈ IL (maximized at endpoints of IL ) is bound
by
2 df /2e
2 bf /2c + 2
=fk (I, P) ≤ 2|IL | =
<
k − 2 df /2e
k − 2 df /2e
When all df /2e robots of SL are faulty, the idle time is maximized for p = 0,
while the adversary chooses the remaining bf /2c faulty robots to form a stream
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of consecutive robots of SM . Then the time between visits of point p = 0 by
two reliable robots (i.e. one preceding and one following such a stream) equals
d(bf /2c + 1) and we have
=fk (I, P) ≤ d(bf /2c + 1) =

2(bf /2c + 1)
k − 2 df /2e

(1)

again verifying the claim of the theorem. The argument is entirely symmetric
when p ∈ IR and is therefore omitted.
Case 2: p ∈ IM . The visits to this point are made exclusively by the robots
from SI . Point p is being visited by two streams of robots executing the Eulerian
tour of I, one walking over p from left to right and the other one from right to left
(clearly, in the Eulerian cycle the robots are moving in the same direction, but
from the “point of view of the point p” the traversal is in opposite directions).
Each of these streams may have several faulty robots, and the idle time at p
depends on the distance between the two reliable robots starting and ending
such faulty streams.
Consider first the case when the two faulty-robots streams, visiting p at the
same time, are disjoint, i.e. separated by at least one reliable robot (cf. Fig. 1
(a), where ◦ denotes a reliable robot and • a faulty robot).

IM
z0

t2

z

y

0

p

IL

z

x
y

y0

df /2e
k−2df /2e

(a)

IM

t1

(b)
Fig. 1.

To maximize the time while point p remains unvisited by reliable robots, the
adversary has to make faulty two sequences of consecutive robots (i.e. those
belonging to both left-to-right and right-to-left streams) arriving at p at the
same time. The idle time is then determined by the length of the shorter of
the two sequences of consecutive faulty robots, which in the worst-case contains
bf /2c robots. Then the claim of the theorem is again satisfied by Equation (1).
Consider now the case when there is a single faulty-robot stream visiting
p in both directions (see Fig. 1 (b) which depicts a time moment t when this
happens). In the worst case this stream may contain f robots. Let t1 be the time
since the last visit of p by a reliable robot y and t2 - the time when the next
bf /2c
reliable robot z visits p. As x > |IL | = k−2df
/2e and all robots present within IL
at time t are faulty, as well as the distance between y and z around the Eulerian
cycle is at most d(f + 1), we have
2(f + 1)
2 df /2e
2 bf /2c + 2
=fk (I, P) = t1 +t2 ≤ d(f +1)−2|IL | =
−
=
.
k − 2 df /2e k − 2 df /2e
k − 2 df /2e
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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2.2

The lower bound

We first show the following lemma, which applies for general graphs.
Lemma 1. Consider a patrolling strategy P of graph G. Let E 0 be a subset
of segments of edges of G, such that starting from some time moment of the
strategy, in the union of the interiors of all elements of E 0 there are always at
0
|
most r robots. Then =fk (I, P) ≥ (f +1)|E
, where |E 0 | denotes the sum of lengths
r
0
of segments of E .
The next theorem proves that the patrolling strategy from the previous section is optimal for odd f and almost optimal for even f .
Theorem 2. For any k and f such that f < k/2 − 1 we have =fk (I) ≥

f +1
k−f −1 .

Proof. Partition the unit interval into the following three segments
i


h
i
h
f +1
f +1
f +1
f +1
,
I
:=
,
1
−
,
I
:=
1
−
,
1
.
IL := 0, 2(k−f
M
R
−1)
2(k−f −1)
2(k−f −1)
2(k−f −1)
By the condition f < k/2 − 1 in the hypothesis of the theorem the three
sub-segments should not have a non-trivial overlap. Before proving the theorem
we derive a crucial claim.
f +1
Claim. If =fk (I) < k−f
−1 then at each time moment during the patrolling there
must be at least f + 1 robots in each of the segments IL and IR .
By symmetry it is sufficient to prove this claim for the segment IL . Suppose
f +1
that =fk (I) < k−f
−1 and assume on the contrary that at some time, say t0 ,
we have at most f robots in the segment IL . If an adversary makes all of these
robots faulty then it would follow that no reliable robot could visit the endpoint
0 during the entire time interval [t0 −|IL |, t0 +|IL |], where |IL | denotes the length
of the interval IL . Therefore the idle time at the endpoint 0 would be larger than
f +1
2|IL | = k−f
−1 , which contradicts the hypothesis of the claim.

From the Claim above we see that at all times each of the two intervals IL
and IR contains at least f + 1 robots. Since at each time moment at least 2f + 2
robots must be visiting IL , IR , the open interval IM must always contain at most
k − 2f − 2 robots. Applying Lemma 1 to the set E 0 consisting of the segment
f +1
IM , since |IM | = (1 − k−f
−1 ) we have


f +1
1
−
(f
+
1)
k−f −1
(f + 1)|IM |
f +1
=fk (I) ≥
=
=
.
(k − 2f − 2)
(k − 2f − 2)
k−f −1
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Idleness of Arbitrary Graphs

In this section we study upper and lower bounds for patrolling times on general
graphs. First we prove a theorem associating the patrolling time to the length
of a Chinese Postman Tour on the graph. Next we use the results in Section 2
concerning line segments so as to determine asymptotic bounds on the patrolling
time for arbitrary graphs. The efficiency of the proposed strategy is arbitrarily
close to the optimal one when k is sufficiently large.
7

3.1

A general result and algorithm

First we prove the following theorem and approximation patrolling strategy on
arbitrary graphs.
Theorem 3. For any connected graph G, and k ≥ 2 robots, at most f of which
are faulty, (f ≤ k − 1), we have that
(f + 1)|E|
(f + 1)CP T (G)
≤ =fk (G) ≤
.
k
k
Proof. The upper bound is implied from the following patrolling algorithm:
1. Select any Chinese Postman Tour of G.
2. Have the robots patrol the graph by placing them equidistant along the
Chinese Postman Tour.
It is clear that the respective distances between consecutive robots will be
CP T (G)
. The worst case idle time occurs when we have f consecutive faulty
k
T (G)
robots. In this case the resulting idle time will never exceed (f +1)CP
, which
k
proves the upper bound.
The lower bound follows directly from Lemma 1 applied to E 0 being the set
of all edges of G.
As a corollary of Theorem 3 we obtain the following tight (and simple) expression for the value of the idleness for Eulerian graphs.
Corollary 1 (Idleness for Connected Eulerian Graphs). For any connected Eulerian graph G, and k ≥ 2 robots, at most f of which are faulty
.
(f ≤ k − 1), we have that =fk (G) = (f +1)|E|
k
The claim is immediate since in this case |E| = CP T (G).
3.2

Hardness of Computing the Idleness

To show the hardness of our problem in general graphs, we restrict ourselves to
the special case of k = 3 robots with exactly f = 1 fault. We will now prove
that the problem of computing the idleness =13 (G) is NP-hard for general graphs
with unit-length edges. The proof proceeds by reduction from 3-Edge-Coloring
in Cubic Graphs (3ECC), a well-known NP-complete problem (see [19]).
First we show the following auxiliary result which partially characterizes
graphs having minimum possible idleness =13 with respect to the total length of
their edges. For a graph H = (V, E) and E 0 ⊆ E, denote by H[E 0 ] ⊆ H the
connected subgraph of H with edge set E 0 .
Lemma 2. Let H = (V, E) be a graph with unit-length edges.
(i) If =13 (H) = 32 E(H), then there exists a partition of the edge set E = E1 ∪
E2 ∪ E3 such that each of the graphs H[E \ Ei ], 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is semi-Eulerian
(i.e., connected and with at most two vertices of odd degree).
(ii) Conversely, if there exist a decomposition of the edge set: E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ,
such that |E1 | = |E2 | = |E3 | = 13 E(H) and each of the graphs H[E \ Ei ],
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is Eulerian, then =13 (H) = 32 E(H).
8

We use Lemma 2 to show the following theorem.
Theorem 4 (Hardness of Computing the Idleness). It is NP-hard to decide whether for a given graph H with unit-length edges we have =13 (H) =
2
3 E(H).
The above theorem shows that the problem of computing the optimal idle
time for patrolling with unreliable robots is NP-hard in general. For an unbounded number of robots k (i.e, when k is treated as part of the input) and
graphs with edges of integer length, the decision problem belongs to PSPACE,
but we do not know whether it belongs to NP. We leave this as an open problem.
3.3

Characterizing graphs with minimum idle time

We close this section by considering some properties which hold for graphs with
small idle time in fault-tolerant patrolling, and giving examples of classes of such
graphs.
For the case of 3 robots, some classes of graphs minimizing idle time =13 (with
respect to the total length of edges) are given by Lemma 2. An example of such
a class is known in the literature under the name of Kotzig graphs [22]. A graph
is Kotzig if it is 3-regular and admits a decomposition into three matchings
M1 , M2 , M3 such that E = M1 ∪ M2 ∪ M3 and for each pair i 6= j, the union
Mi ∪Mj forms a Hamiltonian cycle of the graph. By Lemma 2(ii), we immediately
obtain that Kotzig graphs have the minimum possible idleness =13 in the class
of cubic graphs, i.e., =13 = 23 E = 23 · 32 n = n. Interestingly, this idleness =13 is
also best possible in the sense that we cannot obtain better idle time if we know
beforehand which of the three robots is faulty, and attempt to solve the problem
only for two non-faulty robots: for Kotzig graphs, we have =02 = CP2 T = 2n
2 = n.
Corollary 2 (Idleness of Kotzig Graphs). =13 (G) = =02 (G) = n, for n-vertex
Kotzig graphs G.
We remark that we do not know of a complete structural characterization
of all graphs having minimum idleness =13 = 23 E. The characterization from
Lemma 2 is only partial, and the distinction between semi-Eulerian and Eulerian
graphs in claims (i) and (ii) of the Lemma 2 is important. For example, when
the patrolled graph is a cycle with 3 unit-length edges, we have =13 = 23 E = 2,
whereas this graph does not admit a decomposition E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 into nonempty sets E1 , E2 , E3 such that each of the graphs induced by E \Ei is Eulerian.
On the other hand, when the patrolled graph is a star with 3 unit-length edges,
this graph admits a decomposition E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 into single edges such that
each of the graphs induced by E \ Ei is semi-Eulerian, but this graph does not
minimize idle time: by Theorem 3, =13 ≥ CP2 T = 3 > 23 E.
Variants of Lemma 2 can also be obtained for a larger number of robots. For
k even, classes of graphs having minimum possible idle time =1k = k2 E include
Hamiltonian Decomposable Graphs, i.e., k-regular graphs whose edge set can be
partitioned into k/2 edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles [26].
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4

Conclusion and Open Problems

We gave optimal fault-tolerant patrolling strategy for segments (for odd f ) and
Eulerian graphs. In all proposed strategies the collection of patrolmen is divided
into sub-collections, each of the sub-collections, forming a “cycle” of equally
spaced robots walking around a portion of the graph (with some portions being
covered by more than one sub-collection). Somewhat surprisingly, for a graph
as simple as a segment, the optimal strategy consists of two sub-collections patrolling small sub-segments and the third sub-collection patrolling the entire
segment (hence the points close to the endpoints being visited by the robots
belonging to two sub-collections). We also proved that for some graphs finding
an optimal patrolling strategy is NP-hard.
While optimal strategies for Eulerian graphs work for any ratio of faulty
patrolmen, the strategies for segments assume the maximal faulty robots ratio
to be slightly smaller than half the total of all robots. One open question is to give
optimal patrolling strategies for segments when the faulty robot ratio is high.
There are plenty of open questions concerning different models of patrolling:
robot failures may be dynamic, failures may happen with given probability,
robots may have non-zero visibility radii, or may be allowed to communicate.
Some questions, like robots with distinct patrolling speeds and two-dimensional
domains may be hard.
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Appendix

Proof. (Lemma 1) Fix any time interval of length =∗ = =fk (I, P) and consider
the walk of robots during this interval. The sum σ of lengths of trajectories of
r robots within E 0 is at most r=∗ . Consider first the case when σ < (f + 1)|E 0 |.
Then there exists some point p of E 0 which is visited by at most f robots.
Consequently, the adversary can make all these robots faulty and point p is not
visited during a time interval of length =∗ by any reliable robot proving the claim
of the lemma. In the remaining case we have σ ≥ (f + 1)|E 0 |. Since σ ≤ r=∗ we
0
|
. This proves Lemma 1.
have =∗ ≥ (f +1)|E
r
Proof. (Lemma 2) First, note that =13 (H) ≥ 23 E(H) by Theorem 3.
(i) Suppose that =13 (H) = 32 E(H). Consider the time interval I =
2
[0, 3 E(H)). For simplicity of notation only, we assume that time 0 is chosen
so that at time 0 all three robots are in “general positions”, i.e., not located
on vertices. Observe that there cannot exist a point on an edge of the graph
which was only visited by one robot during time interval I. Indeed, suppose that
point x was only visited by robot i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3; then, if robot i turns out to
be faulty, point x would be uncovered throughout I, hence =13 (H) > 32 E(H), a
contradiction. Now, since the total distance covered by all robots in time interval
I is 2E(H), it follows from the pigeon-hole principle that each point is visited
by precisely two distinct robots during interval I, and moreover, no point can
be visited by any robot more than once during I. Since a robot which changes
direction at a point other than a vertex during I traverses some point twice, it
follows that a robot entering an edge during I has to continue along this edge
until it reaches its other endpoint. Thus, for each robot i there can exist at most
two edges for which this robot explored a proper and non-empty subset of points
during interval I: the edge ei (0) on which robot i was located at time 0, and the
edge ei ( 23 E(H)) on which i was located at time 32 E(H).
With every edge e ∈ E we now associate an integer c(e) ∈ {1, 2, 3} as follows.
If edge e was explored completely by exactly two robots during interval I, then
c(e) is defined as the label of the only robot which did not traverse e during
interval I. Otherwise, c(e) is set as the label of either of the two robots which did
not traverse e in full during interval I. Define Ei = {e ∈ E : c(e) = i}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Then, set E \ Ei contains all edges such that all of their points were traversed in
full by robot i during interval I, and does not contain any edges which were not
visited at all by robot i during interval I. The edges ei (0) and ei ( 32 E(H)), which
may have been traversed in part by robot i during interval I, may either belong
to Ei or to E \ Ei . Recalling that no point on an edge is visited more than once
by robot i during interval I, we obtain that the traversal performed by robot
i during time interval I, appropriately truncated (or extended) to exclude (or
include) the whole of its starting edge ei (0) and final edge ei ( 23 E(H)) determines
a semi-Eulerian traversal of graph H[E \ Ei ]. Hence, all of the graphs H[E \ Ei ]
are semi-Eulerian.
(ii) Given a decomposition E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 satisfying the assumptions of
the claim, we define the route of robot i to be a perpetual traversal of a fixed
12

Eulerian circuit of graph H[E \ Ei ] at maximal speed. The length of this circuit
is 23 E(H). Consider an arbitrary point x on any edge of the graph. The circuits
of exactly two robots pass through point x. Hence, even if one of these robots is
faulty, point x will be visited by the other robot with a time spacing of exactly
2
2
1
3 E(H) between visits. It follows that =3 (H) ≤ 3 E(H), which completes the
proof of Lemma 2.
Proof. (Theorem 4) We show that the posed question is NP-hard by reduction
from 3-Edge-Coloring in Cubic Graphs (3ECC). Let the 3ECC instance G =
(V, E) be a given cubic graph with V = {v1 , . . . , vn }. We will define the graph
H = (VH , EH ), in which we ask about =13 , by taking 7 copies of graph G and
inserting auxiliary subgraphs (gadgets) in place of their edges, so as to connect
all these copies to one auxiliary vertex r used for garbage collection. Initially,
(j)
(j)
let VH = V (1) ∪ . . . ∪ V (7) ∪ {r}, where each V (j) = {v1 , . . . , vn }, 1 ≤ j ≤ 7,
is a copy of V , and let EH be empty. Next, for each edge e = {u, v} ∈ E, for all
copies 1 ≤ j ≤ 7, we insert in between vertices u(j) , v (j) , and r of H the gadget
X having 21 edges and 12 additional internal vertices, presented in Figure 2. We
will denote this copy of gadget X by X (j) (e). To complete the proof, we now

r
H
G
u

v

u(j)

v̄ (j)

ū(j)

v (j)

X

Fig. 2. Gadget X used in the construction of graph H in the hardness proof.

show that G is 3-edge-colorable if and only if =13 (H) = 32 E(H).
(⇒) Suppose that G is 3-edge-colorable and fix a coloring of its edges
c : E → {1, 2, 3}. Based on coloring c, we define a partition of the edges of
H, E(H) = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 , as follows. For each edge e ∈ |E| having color c(e) = i,
we consider the 7 corresponding gadgets X (j) (e) in H, and for each such gadget
assign its edges to sets E1 , E2 , E3 as shown in Figure 3. The obtained decomposition E(H) = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 has the following properties:
– |E1 | = |E2 | = |E3 | = 13 E(H). Indeed, for any gadget X (j) (e), regardless of
the color of e, we assign 7 edges of the gadget to E1 , 7 edges to E2 , and 7
edges to E3 . Hence, the sets E1 , E2 , E3 have the same number of elements.
– For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, graph H[E(H) \ Ei ] has all nodes of even degree. Indeed, for
the internal nodes of each gadget X (j) (e), their degree in H[E(H) \ Ei ] is
13

r

i
i+1

(j)

u

i

i+1
i+2

i+1

i+2

i+2

i

i+2
i+1

i+1
i+1

i+2

i

i

i
i+2
i+1

i+2

i

v (j)

Fig. 3. Assignment of edges of gadget X (j) (e) ⊆ H to sets E1 , E2 , E3 for an edge e
having color i. Edges marked i in the figure belong to Ei , edges marked i + 1 belong
to E(i mod 3)+1 , and edges marked i + 2 belong to E((i+1) mod 3)+1 .

2. Since c is a coloring, each node from V (j) is adjacent to exactly one edge
from each of the sets E1 , E2 , E3 , hence its degree in H[E(H) \ Ei ] is also 2.
The degree of the last remaining node r must be even as well.
– For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, graph H[E(H) \ Ei ] is connected. Observe that in each gadget
X (j) (e), the subgraph X (j) (e)[E(H)\Ei )] is connected and spans all vertices
of X (j) (e), including r. Since all these gadgets share node r, H[E(H) \ Ei ]
is also connected.
So, we have that |E1 | = |E2 | = |E3 | = 13 E(H) and that graph H[E(H) \ Ei ] is
Eulerian, thus, applying Lemma 2(ii), we obtain =13 (H) = 32 E(H).
(⇐) Suppose that =13 (H) = 23 E(H). It follows from Lemma 2(i) that there
exists a decomposition E(H) = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 such that each of the graphs
(j)
H[E(H) \ Ei ], 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is semi-Eulerian. Let VH be the set of nodes of the
(j)
connected component of H \ {r} containing V (j) , 1 ≤ j ≤ 7, and let H+ =
(j)
H[VH ∪ {r}]. Since 7 > 3 · 2, it follows from the pigeon-hole principle that there
(j)
must exist some 1 ≤ j ≤ 7, such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, all vertices from VH ,
have even degree in H[E(H)\Ei ]. Thus, for the considered value of j, each of the
(j)
(j)
graphs H+ [E(H+ ) \ Ei ], 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is Eulerian. Hence, the following properties
hold:
(j)

– Each vertex v (j) ∈ V (j) is adjacent in H+ to exactly one edge from each of
the sets E1 , E2 , E3 . Indeed, each vertex v (j) ∈ V (j) is of degree 3, and since
(j)
(j)
H+ [E(H+ ) \ Ei ] is Eulerian, v (j) may be adjacent to either 1 or 3 edges
from Ei , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. It follows that v (j) must be adjacent to exactly
one edge from each of these three sets.
(j)
– For each gadget X (j) (e) ⊆ H+ , where e = {u, v}, we have that the edge
(j)
(j)
{u , ū } in this gadget belongs to Ei if and only if edge {v̄ (j) , v (j) } belongs
to the same set Ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. This property can be shown for each gadget
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separately, by exhaustively testing all possible assignments of edges from
(j)
(j)
X (j) (e) to disjoint sets E1 , E2 , E3 so that H+ [E(H+ ) \ Ei ] has all nodes
of even degree and does not contain small connected components (cycles of
4 or 6 vertices).
We now define a labeling of edges of G with labels {1, 2, 3} as follows. Edge
e = {u, v} ∈ E gets label i if in the gadget X (j) (e) ⊆ H, edges {u(j) , ū(j) } and
{v̄ (j) , v (j) } belong to set Ei . By the above properties, this assignment yields a
well-defined 3-edge-coloring of G, which completes the proof.
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